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Edit jd OrderGalactic Republic Mace Vindu's Lightsaber was a weapon made by the Aponimus JD Master during his career. It was unique among jedi because it produced a sapphire blade when activated rather than more common green or blue. Vindu wielded his lightsaber in several skirmishes and battles in the Galaxy
during notable events such as the Yinsack Rebellion and clone wars. Those conflicts saw blades used on warfronts such as Yinchor, Riloth, Dantuin, Boz Mercy, Corsant, Malastar and others. At 19 BBY, the lightsaber was lost when it was dropped out of the window of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine's office before his
death. At 18 BBY, Duros salvaged it and gave it to Senator Sano Sauro. First lightsaber[edit. Source Edit] As a Jedi start, Vindu was able to see shattered points in the force, allowing him to give glimpses of the future in brief dreams. During these visions, Vindu was able to see the lights he would eventually build. This
was a cause for concern within the JD Council, as Vindu was unable to manufacture a weapon like the lightsaber seen in his views. At the age of fourteen, Vindu requested a true challenge so that he could find the necessary parts to make the lightsaber. At their request, the Council sent them to the planet Hurriym alone.
Upon his arrival, he was chased away by the natives but was able to easily gain the upper hand with force. At one point, he caused one of the natives to shatter, but was painstakingly able to rebuild the person. As a result, the native presented him with a sapphire-colored lightsaber crystal, which he eventually produced
the lightsaber he had seen in his dream of the future. The second lightsaber [edit source] Vindu ran his second lightsaber on geonosis. 22 shortly before BBY, Vindu created a second lightsaber, in recognition of his status as a senior JEDI council member. It was built to the highest standards, precise and emphasis on
quality. The weapon included a finish reserved for the most senior of electoral council members, as well as the signature sapphire crystal of his first weapon. His second lightsaber served him in the Clone Wars spanning the Galaxy, 19 until his death at the hands of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine at BBY - who was the
Dark Lord of Sith Darth Sidious. Windu's hand exited the shattered window of the chancellor's office after being severed by Anakin Skywalker, with its owner soon following. The following year, a Duros sold a broken lightsaber, which he once claimed for Senator Sano Sauro, belonging to Master Vindu. While the claim
was never verified, Senator Sauro displayed the lightsaber in question in his office. [1] Appearances [Edit Source] Non-Canon Appearances: [Edit Source] Source[Edit) Source] Notes and | Edit source] ^ Last of the JEDI: An intriguing web community content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted.
Throughout the Star Wars universe, it's Jedi Master Mace Windu's lightsaber that stands apart for its striking and unique purple. But why is that, in real imagination? Believe it or not, a potential original Star Wars tales was revealed within the pages of the comic series. According to Jedi Lore, lightsaber is an extension of
a Jedi's connection to its own and force, powered by an almost living crystal of kyber. Most Jedi saber have blades that are blue or green (some are yellow), while the sith lightsabers are blood red. Some fans may know the real-life reason as to why Windu's saber is purple: Mace Windu actor Samuel L. Jackson just
requested purple for his saber from Star Wars creator George Lucas, who he allowed. However, the actual narrative cause was unknown. When Dark Horse Comics' Star Wars Tales released its 13th issue as a collection of short stories all focused on Windu, they set out to provide an original for purple lightsaber.
Although this is the original non-canonical, there isn't yet as much an actual Canon origin, making this story the closest possible insight. Click on the button below to start this article in quick view Continue scrolling to read. Now entitled Start, The Stone, the short story from Star Wars Tales depicts Master Windu describing
his time as a young 14-year-old on his first solo mission. Because he hadn't yet built his lightsaber, the Jedi Council thought he might have been afraid to build such a powerful and personal weapon. However, Vindu just wanted a challenge in finding unique crystals. For this reason, the Jedi master Yoda Hurikane sends
mace to the planet, coming into contact with large creatures made of vindu stone. Experiencing them being hostile, Mace wastes no time in battling them with force to win. However, he soon realizes that his opponents were misconstrued. They were not hostile to what they previously thought they were. Admitting his
mistake and taking responsibility for his wrongdoings, Young Windu set to work in repairing the damage done using force to heal the creatures he was hurt. Windu shares that he's learned that there's more to being a Jedi than just being a great warrior, which he certainly did. Being a Jedi is also to be committed, selfless
and humble. That day, Mace already became a true Jedi despite the title's. Stone creatures gave him a blessing to correct his deeds. Of course, Mace Windu's purple lightsaber was already unique and incredibly cool regardless of reading this story from Star Wars Tales. However, knowledge that unique crystals are a
result of such a strong twist in Windu's Jedi path As it came to makes the lightsaber really epic. Sure, the story could be Be part of official Star Wars history, but without an official alternative, why not accept it as such unless fans are otherwise provided? The story certainly warrants credibility as part of the Star Wars
timeline. In any case, Mace Windu's unique lightsaber is certainly one of the most epic weapons in the Star Wars universe, for one of the most epic Jedi ever. MORE: Star Wars pulp fiction remake with Windu and Yoda The twisted truth of the origins of mega-man has finally revealed related topics about author Kevin
Erdmann (published 632 articles) more than Kevin Erdmann: Canon articles, In need of updating articles, personal lightsabers edit share 32 before the invasion of Naboo in BBY[1] Jedi Order[2] Galactic Republic[3] Named after the Galactic Senate of the Republic , you're under arrest, Chancellor. — Mace Windu, Darth
Sidious [src] Mace Windu's lightsaber was a Jedi master mace weapon built by Windu following his appointment as a senior member of the Jedi High Council. One of the most distinctive lightsabers in the Jedi order due to his sapphire plasma blade, Vindu will carry this weapon in battle on several occasions during the
clone wars in which he served as jedi general in the Grand Army of the Republic. The lightsaber was eventually lost when it fell out of a window during the confrontation between Windu and Sith Lord Darth Sidious, who then killed the Jedi Order champion through the use of force power. Description [Edit Source] Vindu's
Lightsaber was unique. As one of the most notable members of the Jedi Order, Jd Master Mace Vindu performed a lightsaber distinguished from its unique sapphire plasma blade. Its distinctive color served as a warning to opponents that the biggest champion of the Jedi order was ready to fight. [2] Serve as his last
lightsaber,[4] Vindu built it after many years of experience and used the highest standards to build a better weapon. In addition to a specially designed handgrip, The Electrum Finish of Lightsaber indicated Vindu's status as a senior member of the JD High Council. [1] History[edit. Edited source] Vindu was confronted by
Jango Fat in Jung, an act that would later lead to death from decapitation. At the height of the separatist crisis at BBY 22, Mace Windu led a Jedi attack team to the separatist world of Geonosis in an effort to save Jedi Knight Obi-Wan Kenobi, resulting in clashes between the Jedi and a force of battle droids. [3] During
the battle, Vindu was confronted by Jango Fatt, a bounty hunter employed by separatist leader Count Duku. [6] Expert swordsman[7] calmly deflected Fett Blaster shots and killed mercenaries by breaking his armored head with a slash of his lightsaber. [6] Afterwards, Vindu took his lightsaber to the main battle where he
led the newly formed Clone Army of the Republic of Galactic Separatist Droid Army. [3] After the first battle of gioenosis, Vindu helped oversee the overall war effort as the Jedi general of the Grand Army of the Republic. He also took his lightsaber into battle on several occasions,[8] helping to liberate Ryloth[9] and
protect Malatre against separatist forces. [10] Three years after the war, however, the Jedi learned that the leader of the republic, Shev Papatkin, was actually Darth Sidy - the dark lord of Sith who plotted to destroy the Jedi to take over the milky way. [11] Knowing that the fate of the JEDI order was hanging in the
balance, Vindu attempted to arrest the chancellor before his plot succeeded. Although Sith Prabhu succeeded in killing Vindu's three allies in an upcoming lightsaber duel,[11] the Jedi master eventually prevailed [8] and disarmed the sidkul of his weapon. [11] Before the end of the Clone Wars, Vindu battled Darth Sidius
in a last-ditch effort to save the Jedi Order. Refusing to accept defeat, Sidya attacked Vindu with an explosion of Force Lightning, forcing the JEDI master to block power with his lightsaber. As a result, electricity was redirected to its source, distorting The Sidi's face in the process. [11] Before he could kill Sith Lord, Jedi
Knight Anakin Skywalker used his weapon to break Vindu's hand to save Sidyu's life, leading the hand, with the lightsaber, to fall into the streets of Corscantt. [8] With Vindu wounded away from his former colleague[12] and his lightsaber, Sidious's force renewed his attack by unleashing a torrent of lightning,[11] resulted
in the death of the great champion of the Jedi Order. [8] Appearances [Edit Source] Non-Canon Appearances [Edit Source] Source [Edit Source] Notes and Reference [Edit] Community Content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. Famous.
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